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Abstract. Low-noise Cherenkov wave conversion in a tapered 

photonic crystal fiber turns a standard, fixed-wavelength 

femtosecond laser into an extremely widely-tunable source. Here 

we show the continuous laser tunability across the entire red–
green–blue range.  

The laser emission wavelength is normally pre-determined by the specific gain medium 

used. Arbitrary wavelength generation, which is crucial for numerous applications in 

technology, as well as in natural and life sciences, is one of the fundamental challenges in 

laser science. Present widely-used solutions include optical parametric generation 

employing highly elaborate solid state technology  [1]; and spectrally-sliced 

supercontinuum (SC) [2], taking advantage of simpler fiber technology, but with a high 

inherent noise figure [3]. Here we demonstrate a simple and inexpensive fiber technology 

based on fiber-optic Cherenkov radiation (FOCR) in a tapered photonic crystal fiber (PCF), 

which allows one to resonantly convert the emission wavelength of a standard pulsed laser 

to a wide and continuous range of desired wavelengths, with very low inherent noise, and 

without mechanical adjustment of any of the elements of the laser. As a first demonstration 

of this technology, we present a femtosecond fiber laser continuously tunable across the 

entire red-green-blue spectral range  [4].  

The laser wavelength tunable scheme relies on the following facts. First of all, FOCR, 

which is also known as dispersive wave generation or non-solitonic radiation  [5], in 

contrast to SC, can efficiently convert the wavelength of any standard pump pulsed laser to 
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a desired wavelength in a spectrally-isolated fashion, at modest pump pulse energies, and 

with low noise [6]. Secondly, as illustrated in Fig. 1(a), by controlling the PCF’s lateral 

dimension, and thus the fiber dispersion profile as well as the FOCR phase-matching 

condition, the resulting FOCR wavelength can be easily tuned over a broad spectral range. 

Thirdly, as showed in Fig. 1(b), the FOCR generation only happens at the spatial point of 

maximal pump pulse compression in a fiber. Therefore, by combining all those three 

conditions, in a single tapered PCF whose dispersion profile varies along the fiber length, 

the generated FOCR wavelength is then determined by the local fiber dispersion properties 

at this point of maximum pump pulse compression. In such a way, the FOCR generation in 

one single tapered fiber establishes a direct link between the FOCR wavelength and the 

pump pulse properties - power, duration and chirp - which can be easily controlled.   

 
 

Fig. 1. Principle and experimental setup of tunable femtosecond fiber laser. (a) Phase-

matching curves of FOCR generation with different fiber dimensions.  is the PCF pitch. (b) 

With a transform-limited Gaussian input pump pulse at 1035 nm, the simulated spectrum 

evolution (left) and peak power evolution (right) of the pulse along a tapered PCF for FOCR 

generation at 580 nm. (c) General layout of the tunable FOCR laser.  

While many variations on this general principle can be envisioned, here we focus on the 

generation of short pulses tunable over the visible spectrum in the 400-600 nm range. Such 

a laser system as shown in Fig. 1(c) consists of two parts: a fixed-wavelength pump laser, 

and a tapered PCF.  In this work, a standard mode-locked Yb-fiber laser with a center 

wavelength at 1035 nm, pulse durations tunable from 90 fs and maximum pulse energies in 

excess of 10 nJ is used as the pump laser. The pump pulse can be easily controlled by 

tuning the fiber amplifier and/or the compressor (green box in Fig. 1 (c)). The detail of the 

prepared tapered PCF can be found in Ref.  [4]. 

As shown in Fig. 2(a), the broad laser wavelength tunability between 414 and 612 nm is 

achieved by electrical control of the fiber amplifier and the pulse compressor, and the 

experimental results closely match the theoretical predictions. Remarkably, even by 

adjusting only the pump power, the laser wavelength tunability over the 420–560 nm range, 

already covering much of the visible spectrum, can be obtained. Fig. 2(b) shows measured 

autocorrelation curves of the generated FOCR pulses which are in the range of about 100 

fs. As one can see, the FOCR pulses are much shorter than what is typically produced by 
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currently most-used spectrally sliced SC technology  [7], which can benefit the applications 

such as nonlinear spectroscopy and microscopy.  

 

Fig. 2. Characterization of the tunable FOCR fiber laser. (a) Simulated and experimentally 

measured spectra of the generated tunable FOCR pulses. (b) Measured autocorrelation curves 

of the FOCR output. (c) The signal to noise ratio (SNR) of generated FOCR (red) and 

standard ps-SC source spectrally sliced with 10 nm bandwidth (FWHM) optical bandpass 

filters (blue). (d) The far-filed images of the generated FOCR pulses. 

Laser intensity noise is an important parameter for the laser’s bio-imaging applications. 

The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the FOCR output is shown in Fig. 2(c). The results 

confirm that the tunable FOCR laser has 1-2 orders of magnitude better noise behaviour as 

compared to a standard 10-nm filtered ps-pumped supercontinuum sources (ps-SC). 

Therefore, for spectroscopy and bio-imaging applications, the time needed to acquire good 

data with the laser shown here can be 2 to 4 orders of magnitude faster as compared to the 

best current alternative. The measured far-field images of the pulses as shown in Fig. 2(d), 

indicating the single mode output of the generated FOCR signals, even though the PCF 

used is multimode at visible wavelengths. 

In conclusion, we have developed a novel widely-tunable fiber laser technology based 

on FOCR in fiber tapers. Using this principle, continuous visible wavelength tunability over 

200 nm of FOCR from a single tapered PCF is demonstrated. The short, ~100 fs pulse 

duration and excellent noise properties make such a laser system attractive for a great 

variety of applications, particularly in life sciences.  
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